
 
COHORT B: APPLYING
PRACTICE-BASED
COACHING

Register Here!
 

***One registration covers 
all four sessions 

in the series 
 
 

COHORT A: EXPANDING
THE COACHING
FRAMEWORK

CALLING ALL
COACHES AGAIN!

M N C O E  S T A T E W I D E  C O A C H I N G  C O N N E C T I O N  C O H O R T S

 
   Coaching Cohorts are back for a second year!  Whether it's celebrating coaching highs or working through coaching
lows, digging into resources or sharing a quick go-to tip, we know that coaches continue to learn a lot from each other.

 
 All EQIP, CEM, & Pyramid Model coaches, all experience levels, are invited to join a VIRTUAL coaching connection

cohort.  Put on your active participation pants and join us for these interactive semi-structured sessions.  Activities may
include self-reflection, small group conversations, case studies, action planning + review, resource exploration...

Earn certificates of
attendance!

MONDAYS 1:00-2:00 
Nov 7   Dec 19  
Jan 23   Feb 27

Guiding questions...
What might transparent data
collection look like in your
coaching?  How might you
approach uncomfortable
conversations?  What strategies
might you use to help your
coachee/s identify clear steps to
achieving goals?  Hop into this
cohort if you're interested in
building up and out from the
basics in PBC practices!

 

THURSDAYS  3:00-4:00
Oct 13   Nov 17   
Jan 12   Feb 16

Guiding questions...
What might you do differently to
manage your time as a coach?
In what scenario might you
choose supportive versus
constructive performance
feedback? Which coaching
strategy feels outside your
comfort zone and is one you'd
like to practice?  Hop into this
cohort if you're interested in
exploring real time, real world
scenarios as well as content
from the Essentials of Practice-
Based Coaching (Snyder,
Hemmeter, & Fox, 2022)!

FREE!

Save-your-dates!
Attendance at all

sessions in your cohort
is recommended!

Sit-and-get 
training!

http://metroecsu.myquickreg.com/register/event/

